The primary objective of this study is the development of nanofluids based on different diluent/dispersant ratios (DDR) for extra-heavy oil (EHO) viscosity reduction and its perdurability over time. Different diluents such as xylene, diesel, n-pentane, and n-heptane were evaluated for the formulation of the carrier fluid. Instability of asphaltenes was assessed for all diluents through colloidal instability index (CII) and Oliensis tests. Rheology measurements and hysteresis loop tests were performed using a rotational rheometer at 30 • C. The CII values for the alkanes type diluents were around 0.57, results that were corroborated with the Oliensis tests as asphaltenes precipitation was observed with the use of these diluents. This data was related to the viscosity reduction degree (VRD) reported for the different diluents. With the use of the alkanes, the VRD does not surpass the 60%, while with the use of xylene a VRD of approximately 85% was achieved. Dimethylformamide was used as a dispersant of the nanoparticles and had a similar VRD than that for xylene (87%). Subsequent experiments were performed varying the DDR (xylene/dimethylformamide) for different dosages up to 7 vol % determining that a DDR = 0.2 and a dosage of 5 vol % was appropriated for enhancing EHO VRD, obtaining a final value of 89%. Different SiO 2 nanoparticles were evaluated in the viscosity reduction tests reporting the best results using 9 nm nanoparticles that were then included at 1000 mg·L −1 in the carrier fluid, increasing the VRD up to 4% and enhancing the perdurability based on the rheological hysteresis and the viscosity measurements for 30 days. Results showed a viscosity increase of 20 and 80% for the crude oil with the nanofluid and the carrier fluid after 30 days, respectively. The nanoparticles have a synergistic effect in the viscosity reduction and the inhibition of the viscoelastic network re-organization (perdurability) after treatment application which was also observed in the rheological modeling carried out with Cross and Carreau models as the reported characteristic relaxation time was increased almost a 20%. Moreover, the Vipulanandan rheological model denotes a higher maximum stress value reached by the EHO with the addition of nanofluids which is derived from the EHO internal structure rearrangement caused by the asphaltenes adsorption phenomenon.
Introduction
With the increasing energy demand around the globe, conventional sources of energy have been used for its supply with a substantial decrease in the reserves [1] . In this context, several investigations have been carried out, showing the importance of extra heavy oils (EHO) and analogous, due to their Hence, the main objective of this work is to evaluate the viscosity reduction perdurability because of the EHO internal structure modification obtained through the designing of nanofluids based on the synergy between the carrier fluids and nanoparticles as a function of the diluent/dispersant ratios. This technology could result in an alternative technique to overcome the aforementioned issues during EHO transporting operations by considerably reducing economic expenses related to the use of additional of solvents.
Materials and Methods

Materials
Two commercial SiO 2 nanoparticles and tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS)-based in-house synthesized SiO 2 nanoparticles were employed in this study. The commercial SiO 2 nanoparticles were provided by Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA) and BCR Supply S.A.S. (Bogotá, Colombia). The synthesized nanoparticles were obtained through the sol-gel method based on the reported by Stöber et al. [35] , and described in previous works [28, 36] . Briefly, a solution with tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS) as the precursor of silicon, ethanol, and NH 4 OH, is prepared and the mixture is manually stirred, in a process that continues for 1 h and finally dried at 80 • C for 24 h to remove any remaining water fraction. The nanoparticles were named as S9, S66, and S11, respectively, according to their mean particle size. Diesel provided by a local company, xylene (BCR Supply S.A.S., Bogotá, Colombia), n-pentane (Panreac AppliChem, Darmstadt, Germany), and n-heptane (Panreac AppliChem, Darmstadt, Germany), were used as the EHO diluents and evaluated in the viscosity reduction experiments. Dimethylformamide (BCR Supply S.A.S., Bogotá, Colombia) was employed as the nanoparticles dispersant. Toluene (Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany) with a 99% purity was used for performing Oliensis tests and for the obtention of the adsorption isotherms of n-C 7 asphaltenes over the selected nanoparticles. The n-C 7 asphaltenes were isolated from the crude oil by n-heptane following a standard procedure described in previous work [12, 37] . A Colombian EHO with 6.4 • API and 34 mN·m −1 of surface tension was used for carrying out the experiments. The employed crude oil was characterized by its saturates, aromatics, resins, and asphaltenes content through a micro-deasphalting technique with n-heptane coupled to thin-layer chromatography following the IP 469 standard using a TLC-FID/FPD Iatroscan MK6 (Iatron Labs Inc, Tokyo, Japan), encountering mass percentages of 13.02, 16 .93, 49 .86 and 20.19 wt%, respectively.
Methods
Nanoparticles/Nanofluid Characterization
The employed nanoparticles were characterized by their physicochemical properties such as surface area (S BET ), mean particle size (dp50), isoelectric point (pH pzc ), and surface functional groups. Hydrodynamic diameters of nanoparticles were estimated by the dynamic light scattering (DLS) technique using a NanoPlus-3 (Micromeritics, Atlanta, GA, USA). The surface area (S BET ) was determined through the Brauneur-Emmett-Teller method [38] by N 2 physisorption at −196 • C using a surface area analyzer Gemini VII 2390r (Micromeritics) [39] . The characterization of functional groups on the nanoparticles surface was performed by Fourier transformed infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) with an IRAffinity-1 FTIR (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan) spectrophotometer [40, 41] . The pH pzc for each nanoparticle was obtained in an aqueous phase performing zeta potential measurements using the NanoPlus-3.
Through the evaluation of different diluent/dispersant ratios DDR, it was obtained a final formulation of the carrier fluid to be implemented alongside the chosen nanoparticles according to their performance in EHO viscosity reduction. The obtained carrier fluid and nanofluid were characterized by their density, viscosity using a Kinexus Pro+ (Malvern Instruments, Worcestershire, Energies 2019, 12, 1068 4 of 21 UK) rheometer and visual appearance. The EHO surface tension in the absence and presence of the nanofluid was also studied using a force tensiometer-K11 (Krüss, Hamburg, Germany).
Asphaltenes Stability Tests
The colloidal instability index (CII) [42] was calculated for EHO samples including the evaluated diluents to determine the effect of each diluent in the asphaltenes stability in the oil matrix. Furthermore, the obtained results were experimentally corroborated using the Oliensis technique [43, 44] . The process consists of the preparation of EHO/Toluene mixtures in a 1:1 ratio. The mixture is stirred at 500 rpm until homogeneity and left to stand for 2 min. An aliquot is taken and placed in a filter paper. Then, 2 mL of the evaluated diluent is added to the solution and further stirred to repeat the process above until the formation of a halo, indicating the asphaltenes precipitation. The sample was analyzed by polarized light microscopy using a Motic BA310 (Motic, Stockholm, Sweden) microscope.
Asphaltenes Adsorption Isotherms
Adsorption isotherms of asphaltenes over the selected SiO 2 nanoparticles were obtained for determining the role of the adsorption process in the viscosity reduction of crude oil. For the quantification of the amount of adsorbed asphaltenes, a calibration curve of absorbance vs. asphaltenes concentration in a toluene model solution shown in Figure S1 of the supplementary material was obtained using an UV-Vis Genesys 10S spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific, Waltham MA, USA) at a wavelength of 295 nm. Solutions between 100 and 2000 mg·L −1 of asphaltenes in toluene were prepared from a stock solution of 5000 mg·L −1 , and for a fixed nanoparticles concentration of 10 g·L −1 to promote their precipitation after asphaltenes adsorption to provide a better supernatant analysis. The amount of adsorbed asphaltenes was determined by mass balance according to the procedure described by Guzmán et al. [27] . Additionally, solid-liquid-equilibrium (SLE) model was used to describe the adsorption isotherms behavior [45] .
Viscosity and Rheological Behavior Measurements
Viscosity (µ) and rheology measurements were performed with the rheometer equipped with a Peltier stage which provides refined temperature control, using a GAP of 0.3 mm with the parallel plate-plate geometry optimal for high viscous fluids. For the EHO-diluents mixtures, results were corroborated using a cone-plate geometry. Measurements were made at different shear rates ranging from 0 to 100 s −1 for the EHO with the evaluated diluents, nanoparticles and nanofluids, a range which was chosen as it represents significant stresses obtained during the EHO transportation initialization, which is the more critical condition for the transportation designing process and start-up. The viscosity reduction degree (VRD) was calculated according to Equation (1):
where, µ re f and µ treat are the reference viscosity and the viscosity after treatment, respectively [30, 32] . The assessment of the different diluents was made through their VRD response at a constant shear rate of 10 s −1 for a fixed dosage of 5 vol %. Dimethylformamide (DMF) was selected as the nanoparticles dispersant due to its chemical structure that may induce a disruption over the viscoelastic network of the EHO [46, 47] .
The DDR was evaluated for the best diluent according to the experiments above looking for an accurate design of the carrier fluid. For this evaluation, the viscosity was measured for each component and different DDR's between 0.1 and 0.9 at a fixed dosage of 5 vol % in the absence and presence of 1000 mg·L −1 of the selected SiO 2 nanoparticles. The nanoparticles were chosen according to its capacity for viscosity reduction, and the dosage was selected based on previous studies [7] . The dosage of the nanofluid was varied from 0.5 to 7 vol % for the resulting DDR with higher VRD. It is worth to mention that the carrier fluid is composed of the DDR in the absence of nanoparticles.
The thixotropic behavior of the EHO in the presence of the obtained nanofluid and the carrier fluid was evaluated by perdurability of the VRD through viscosity measurements for 10 days and by hysteresis loop tests. The hysteresis loop tests were performed for two shear rates ramps from 0 to 100 s −1 and subsequently from 100 to 0 s −1 .
Rheological Modelling
Different models have been proposed to describe the EHO rheological behavior [48, 49] , such as Ostwald-de Waele, Herschel-Bulkley, and Cross [50] . The models employed in this study to describe the crude oil in the absence and presence of the evaluated nanofluids and its components were the Cross model and the Carreau model, and the accuracy were evaluated using the root-square-mean error (RMSE%) [30] . The following equation describes the Cross model:
where, µ (cP) is the fluid viscosity, α c (s) is the characteristic relaxation time, . γ (s −1 ) is the shear rate, m is a constant related to the fluid trend for having a Newtonian behavior, and µ ∞, . γ (cP) and µ 0, . γ (cP) are the viscosity at infinite shear rate and viscosity at zero shear rate, respectively. The Carreau model is described by the following equation:
where, µ (cP) is viscosity, λ c (s) characteristic relaxation time,
γ (cP) viscosity at infinite shear rate and µ 0, . γ (cP) viscosity at zero shear rate. Additionally, a new hyperbolic model (Vipulanandan model) has been developed recently for describing the rheological properties of modified cement, drilling fluids [51] [52] [53] , and hydraulic fracturing fluids [54] , which compared to the power law based models is also able to predict the rheological behavior of the evaluated fluid at certain experimental conditions, as well as to estimate the maximum stress reached by the tested fluid at relatively high shear rates values. Hence, it was decided to use the Vipulanandan model for describing the breakdown flow curves of the EHO-Carrier-fluid and EHO-Nanofluid systems obtained through the hysteresis loop tests, in order to acquire additional information concerning the distinct EHO rheological properties modification derived from the final formulated carrier fluid and nanofluid addition. The following equation describes the Vipulanandan model:
where .
γ (s −1 ) is the shear rate, A (Pa·s) −1 and D (Pa) −1 are model parameters and τ and τ 0 are the shear stress and yield stress respectively. Furthermore, for estimating the maximum stress τ max the next relation is used [51] :
Results and Discussion
The results are divided into four main sections, namely: (i) nanoparticles characterization, (ii) formulation and evaluation of the carrier fluid in the viscosity reduction, (iii) nanofluids formulation and assessment considering the nanoparticles-asphaltene interactions, and (iv) evaluation of the Table 1 shows the mean particle size (dp 50 ), surface area (S BET ), and isoelectric point (pH pzc ) of the commercial and the TEOS-based synthesized SiO 2 nanoparticles. Commercial nanoparticles have mean particle sizes of 9 and 66 nm. Meanwhile, the synthesized SiO 2 nanoparticles have a mean particle size of 11 nm. Further, the nanomaterials were named S9, S11, and S66 according to their respective particle size. As expected, the surface area of the nanoparticles is reduced as the mean particle size increases with values of 389, 210 and 51 m 2 ·g −1 , respectively. The pH pzc for the three nanoparticles was 2.2 ± 0.5, indicating that for working pH values > 3.0, the nanoparticles will remain stable in the carrier fluid due to the increase of the repulsion forces [55] . Figure S2 of the Supplementary Material shows the FTIR spectra of S9, S11, and S66 nanoparticles. For the three materials, the spectra show characteristic SiO 2 bands assigned to different vibrations in the structure. Silanol (Si-OH) groups are visible in the band located at 3780-2470 cm −1 along with O-H bond overlapping corresponding to water molecules [53] . Moreover, a band centered at 1630 cm −1 could correspond to deformation vibrations of adsorbed water molecules, while the band between 1000 and 1300 cm −1 shows the Si-O covalent bond vibrations. Furthermore, siloxane (O-Si-O) symmetric vibrations appear at about 808 cm −1 with its bending mode located at 470 cm −1 [54] . All nanoparticles characterized by FTIR analysis showed a similar behavior between them. However, the transmittance intensity of each one is different due to their surface chemical nature [55] .
Nanoparticles/Nanofluid Characterization
The nanofluid and carrier fluid characterization were carried out accounting for their density, viscosity and surface tension towards their inclusion in the EHO. Results are reported in Table 2 , where little differences are observed in the nanofluid density and viscosity compared to the carrier fluid. Furthermore, it can be seen that the EHO surface tension is reduced from 34 mN·m −1 to 26 mN·m −1 and 21 mN·m −1 with the use of the carrier fluid and the nanofluid, respectively. This behavior is derived from the use of dimethylformamide (DMF) which acts as a tensoactive agent [46] , and the use of the nanoparticles. Visual appearance for both fluids is shown in Figure S3 of the Supplementary Material, where a difference in opacity is observed as the carrier fluid has a lighter aspect due to the absence of nanoparticles. The viscosity reduction with xylene, diesel, n-pentane, and n-heptane diluents was evaluated by triplicated for a fixed dosage of 5 vol % at 30 • C, and a constant shear rate of 10 s −1 . The effect of the DMF (dispersant of the nanoparticles) was also evaluated under the same conditions of dosage and temperature as previous studies have reported that it may also work as viscosity reducer [47] . The CII estimated for the EHO, and the EHO-diluents mixtures at a 5 vol % are shown in Table 3 , where it is visible that with the addition of alkanes like diluents such as Diesel, n-pentane, and n-heptane, the asphaltenes are slightly less stable in the oil matrix. However, as these values do not surpass 0.7, it can be considered that with the use of these compounds at the evaluated concentration, there will be no asphaltenes precipitation. The Oliensis tests also indicated that there was no asphaltene precipitation when xylene and Diesel were added to the crude oil. In the presence of the normal alkanes, asphaltene precipitation was observed after addition of 50 and 75 vol % of n-pentane and n-heptane, respectively. Furthermore, the Oliensis results indicate that under the conditions of evaluation of dosages ≤5 vol %, asphaltene precipitation would not occur. Hence, we can conclude that the viscosity reduction is due to the phenomena of the interaction of the nanofluids and crude oil. Figure 1 shows the effect of the evaluated diluents in the viscosity reduction degree (VRD) at 30 • C for a fixed diluent dosage of 5 vol %. It can be observed that the DMF addition showed a VRD of 87%. For this reason, it will be selected as a dispersant for the preparation of the nanofluid. This VRD can be explained by the resonance of the carbonyl group [56] that leads to a high dipole moment and promotes an amphoteric behavior for this compound, property that provides the ability to interact with asphaltenes aggregates rather than with the crude oil lighter components, affecting the EHO internal structure. This behavior which is prompted by the DMF high dipole moment has been demonstrated in previous works, in which it has been exposed to the enhanced interaction between asphaltenes and polar organic compounds [17, 22] . it is visible that with the addition of alkanes like diluents such as Diesel, n-pentane, and n-heptane, the asphaltenes are slightly less stable in the oil matrix. However, as these values do not surpass 0.7, it can be considered that with the use of these compounds at the evaluated concentration, there will be no asphaltenes precipitation. The Oliensis tests also indicated that there was no asphaltene precipitation when xylene and Diesel were added to the crude oil. In the presence of the normal alkanes, asphaltene precipitation was observed after addition of 50 and 75 vol % of n-pentane and nheptane, respectively. Furthermore, the Oliensis results indicate that under the conditions of evaluation of dosages ≤5 vol %, asphaltene precipitation would not occur. Hence, we can conclude that the viscosity reduction is due to the phenomena of the interaction of the nanofluids and crude oil. Figure 1 shows the effect of the evaluated diluents in the viscosity reduction degree (VRD) at 30 °C for a fixed diluent dosage of 5 vol %. It can be observed that the DMF addition showed a VRD of 87%. For this reason, it will be selected as a dispersant for the preparation of the nanofluid. This VRD can be explained by the resonance of the carbonyl group [56] that leads to a high dipole moment and promotes an amphoteric behavior for this compound, property that provides the ability to interact with asphaltenes aggregates rather than with the crude oil lighter components, affecting the EHO internal structure. This behavior which is prompted by the DMF high dipole moment has been demonstrated in previous works, in which it has been exposed to the enhanced interaction between asphaltenes and polar organic compounds [17, 22] . For the other fluids used in this work, the highest VRD was obtained with xylene with a value of the 85%, while the performance achieved with the other solvents was lower than 65%. These results can be explained by the solvent quality regarding oil dilution which may induce a reconfiguration in the internal fluid structure due to the asphaltenes clusters dispersion [56] . It is also observed that the For the other fluids used in this work, the highest VRD was obtained with xylene with a value of the 85%, while the performance achieved with the other solvents was lower than 65%. These results can be explained by the solvent quality regarding oil dilution which may induce a reconfiguration in the internal fluid structure due to the asphaltenes clusters dispersion [56] . It is also observed that the lowest VRD was obtained with n-pentane and could be associated with the formation of large asphaltenes clusters. The viscosity measurements were corroborated using plate-plate and cone-plate geometries to avoid errors related to the used geometry, results can be found for xylene in Figure S4 of the supplementary material text. The obtained results showed that the errors between both tests are lower than 3%, demonstrating the geometry adjustment to the conditions of the experiments.
DDR Evaluation
According to the results in Section 4.2.1, different xylene and DMF (X/DMF) ratios were evaluated to determine the influence of both compounds in the EHO viscosity reduction. The experiments were carried out by triplicate at 30 • C and for a fixed dosage of 5 vol %. Figure 2 shows the effect of the DMF ratio in the VRD of an extra-heavy oil at 30 • C for a fixed diluent dosage of 5 vol % at a fixed shear rate of 10 s −1 . It can be seen from Figure 2 that the highest viscosity reduction degree was obtained using a 5 vol % with an X/DMF = 0.2. From these results, a synergy is observed between the dilution effect provided by xylene addition, and viscoelastic network disruption caused by the DMF presence, as both viscosity reduction mechanisms, are improved for X/DMF < 0.31. Results are in accordance with previous studies, in which a viscosity reduction yielding a 92% was obtained using only the carrier fluid [30] . The mechanism of viscosity reduction of the carrier fluid could be dominated firstly by the viscoelastic network disruption obtained by the addition of DMF to the EHO, which is explained by its high dipole moment fomenting the interaction with the asphaltenes [17, 22] , and secondly, by the dilution effect provided by the xylene presence in its formulation. lowest VRD was obtained with n-pentane and could be associated with the formation of large asphaltenes clusters. The viscosity measurements were corroborated using plate-plate and cone-plate geometries to avoid errors related to the used geometry, results can be found for xylene in Figure S4 of the supplementary material text. The obtained results showed that the errors between both tests are lower than 3%, demonstrating the geometry adjustment to the conditions of the experiments.
According to the results in Section 4.2.1, different xylene and DMF (X/DMF) ratios were evaluated to determine the influence of both compounds in the EHO viscosity reduction. The experiments were carried out by triplicate at 30 °C and for a fixed dosage of 5 vol %. Figure 2 shows the effect of the DMF ratio in the VRD of an extra-heavy oil at 30 °C for a fixed diluent dosage of 5 vol % at a fixed shear rate of 10 s −1 . It can be seen from Figure 2 that the highest viscosity reduction degree was obtained using a 5 vol % with an X/DMF = 0.2. From these results, a synergy is observed between the dilution effect provided by xylene addition, and viscoelastic network disruption caused by the DMF presence, as both viscosity reduction mechanisms, are improved for X/DMF < 0.31. Results are in accordance with previous studies, in which a viscosity reduction yielding a 92% was obtained using only the carrier fluid [30] . The mechanism of viscosity reduction of the carrier fluid could be dominated firstly by the viscoelastic network disruption obtained by the addition of DMF to the EHO, which is explained by its high dipole moment fomenting the interaction with the asphaltenes [17, 22] , and secondly, by the dilution effect provided by the xylene presence in its formulation. Hence, the dosage was varied from 0.5 to 7 vol % for a DDR = 0.2. Figure 3 shows the effect of the carrier fluid dosage in the VRD of an extra-heavy oil at 30 °C for X/DMF = 0.2 at a fixed shear rate of 10 s −1 . It can be observed from Figure 3 that as the carrier fluid concentration in crude oil is increased, the slope of viscosity reduction is lower. The higher slope in the VRD curve at low concentrations is presumably derived from the viscoelastic network disruption that has a positive effect on the EHO internal structure and further viscosity reduction. Meanwhile, for carrier fluid dosages >5 vol %, the DMF may have no significant effect on the viscoelastic network disruption. Thus, it was concluded that a concentration of 5 vol % of the evaluated carrier fluid is enough for having a suitable performance in viscosity reduction. The standard deviation between the viscosity values obtained after the rheological measurements was negligible with an error <2%, confirming the reproducibility of the experiments. Hence, the dosage was varied from 0.5 to 7 vol % for a DDR = 0.2. Figure 3 shows the effect of the carrier fluid dosage in the VRD of an extra-heavy oil at 30 • C for X/DMF = 0.2 at a fixed shear rate of 10 s −1 . It can be observed from Figure 3 that as the carrier fluid concentration in crude oil is increased, the slope of viscosity reduction is lower. The higher slope in the VRD curve at low concentrations is presumably derived from the viscoelastic network disruption that has a positive effect on the EHO internal structure and further viscosity reduction. Meanwhile, for carrier fluid dosages >5 vol %, the DMF may have no significant effect on the viscoelastic network disruption. Thus, it was concluded that a concentration of 5 vol % of the evaluated carrier fluid is enough for having a suitable performance in viscosity reduction. The standard deviation between the viscosity 
Nanofluids Formulation
SiO2 nanoparticles have been used for the nanofluids formulation due to their high asphaltenes selectivity that foments the adsorption of these crude oil heavy fractions onto their surface [12, 28] , leading to a reduction in the asphaltenes aggregates sizes in solution. This phenomenon is narrowly related to the EHO viscosity reduction [30] due to an internal structure modification derived by the complex viscoelastic network disruption [7, 57] . In this sense, nanoparticles-asphaltenes interactions were studied through adsorption isotherms and rheological behavior tests before evaluating the nanofluid design and further effects on EHO, VRD and viscosity reduction perdurability.
Asphaltenes Adsorption
It has been proven that SiO2 nanoparticles have high selectivity for asphaltene adsorption, which is the primary cause of the viscoelastic network modification that leads to viscosity reduction in HO and EHO [7, 12, 30, 57] . The influence of nanoparticles addition in HO and EHO rheological behavior has been determined by evaluating the adsorption phenomenon of crude oil heavy compounds such as asphaltenes. The nanoparticle with higher asphaltene uptake will be selected for the final formulation of the nanofluid. The adsorption isotherms of asphaltenes at 30 °C are shown in Figure  S5 of the Supplementary Material together with the SLE model fitting. Also, Table S1 of the Supplementary Material summarizes the obtained SLE model parameters. The obtained adsorption isotherms follow a Type I behavior according to the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) classification [58] . The highest asphaltene adsorption was achieved with the S9 nanoparticles that have the lowest mean particle size and highest value of the surface area. Also, from the results in Table S1 , it can be seen that the highest affinity (lower value of the H parameter) is obtained with the S9 nanoparticles. Thus, based on the previous results [30] , it is expected to achieve a better VRD using the S9 nanoparticles.
Nanoparticles-Asphaltenes Interaction Effect in the Viscosity Reduction
The viscosity reduction due to nanoparticles addition was evaluated at a concentration of 1000 mg•L −1 in the EHO according to previous findings [7] . Figure 4 shows the rheological behavior together with the Cross model for the EHO in the absence and presence of S9, S11 and S66 nanoparticles at a fixed temperature of 30 °C with a dosage of 1000 mg•L −1 . It can be seen that the viscosity decreases as the shear rate increases for the crude oil in the absence and presence of the nanoparticles, indicating a pseudoplastic nature [59] . The VRD decreased in the order S9 > S11 > S66 
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The viscosity reduction due to nanoparticles addition was evaluated at a concentration of 1000 mg·L −1 in the EHO according to previous findings [7] . Figure 4 shows the rheological behavior together with the Cross model for the EHO in the absence and presence of S9, S11 and S66 nanoparticles at a fixed temperature of 30 • C with a dosage of 1000 mg·L −1 . It can be seen that the viscosity decreases as the shear rate increases for the crude oil in the absence and presence of the nanoparticles, indicating a pseudoplastic nature [59] . The VRD decreased in the order S9 > S11 > S66 in the whole range of shear rate evaluated. These results are intimately related to nanoparticles adsorptive capacity and its ability to reduce the asphaltene aggregates size, leading to the reconfiguration of the oil matrix structure. Taborda et al. [34] evaluated the effect of nanoparticles inclusion on light crude oil, a de-asphalted oil (DAO), a reconstituted crude oil, and heavy oil. The authors report that the effect of nanoparticles in viscosity is the viscoelastic network disruption for crude oils with high asphaltene content (heavy oil and reconstituted crude oil). Nevertheless, for crude oils with low asphaltene content (light oil and DAO), the nanoparticles increase the viscosity of the system in agreement with Einstein's theory of hydrodynamic viscosity. in the whole range of shear rate evaluated. These results are intimately related to nanoparticles adsorptive capacity and its ability to reduce the asphaltene aggregates size, leading to the reconfiguration of the oil matrix structure. Taborda et al. [34] evaluated the effect of nanoparticles inclusion on light crude oil, a de-asphalted oil (DAO), a reconstituted crude oil, and heavy oil. The authors report that the effect of nanoparticles in viscosity is the viscoelastic network disruption for crude oils with high asphaltene content (heavy oil and reconstituted crude oil). Nevertheless, for crude oils with low asphaltene content (light oil and DAO), the nanoparticles increase the viscosity of the system in agreement with Einstein's theory of hydrodynamic viscosity. Table 4 shows the results of the Cross and Carreau model parameters for the rheological behavior of the EHO in the absence and presence of S9, S11 and S66 nanoparticles at a fixed temperature of 30 °C with a dosage of 1000 mg•L −1 . It can be observed a proper fitting of both models to the obtained experimental data, as the RSME values reported for those are much than 1%. Additionally, the parameters of viscosity at zero and infinite shear rate are well adjusted for both models. It is observed that the fluid with the highest viscosity (EHO) has the highest values reported for the parameters and that the EHO in the presence of 1000 mg•L -1 of S9 nanoparticles has the lower values despite the similarity in the characteristic relaxation time c  and c  between the evaluated samples. More information about Carreau Model fitting can be found in Figure S6 of the supplementary material. Table 4 shows the results of the Cross and Carreau model parameters for the rheological behavior of the EHO in the absence and presence of S9, S11 and S66 nanoparticles at a fixed temperature of 30 • C with a dosage of 1000 mg·L −1 . It can be observed a proper fitting of both models to the obtained experimental data, as the RSME values reported for those are much than 1%. Additionally, the parameters of viscosity at zero and infinite shear rate are well adjusted for both models. It is observed that the fluid with the highest viscosity (EHO) has the highest values reported for the parameters and that the EHO in the presence of 1000 mg·L −1 of S9 nanoparticles has the lower values despite the similarity in the characteristic relaxation time α c and λ c between the evaluated samples. More information about Carreau Model fitting can be found in Figure S6 of the supplementary material. Table 4 . Cross and Carreau rheological models parameters for an extra-heavy oil (EHO) in the absence and presence of 1000 mg·L −1 of SiO 2 nanoparticles with different mean particle sizes of 9 (S9), 11 (S11), and 66 nm (S66) at 30 • C. Accordingly, the S9 nanoparticles were selected for the nanofluid formulation using the xylene/DMF mixture as the carrier fluid.
Model
Effect of Nanofluid in the Viscosity Reduction
For the nanofluid formulation, the VRD was evaluated for different X/DMF ratios with a given amount of S9 nanoparticles to accomplish a final dosage of 1000 mg·L −1 (value is taken from Taborda et al. [34] ) regarding the EHO. For guaranteeing an appropriate suspension, the nanofluid was stirred at 500 rpm for 30 min and further sonicated. It is worth to mention that the inclusion of DMF as nanoparticles dispersant also provides suitable conditions for nanofluid stability. Figure 5 shows the effect of the X/DMF ratio in the VRD at 30 • C for nanofluids at a fixed dosage of 5 vol % with 1000 mg·L −1 of S9 nanoparticles and a fixed value of the shear rate of 10 s −1 . From Figure 5 it can be seen that the highest VRD is obtained for X/DFM = 0.2, which is in agreement with the results obtained for the evaluation of the carrier fluid. A slight increase in the viscosity reduction degree up to 4% is observed for the nanofluids in comparison with the carrier fluid of the xylene when the nanoparticles were added. The effect of nanoparticles in the viscoelastic network disruption is slight high due to the synergistic effect between DMF and S9 nanoparticles with the crude oil heavy fractions. Results are in agreement with previous studies, where a similar VRD was obtained with nanoparticles of the same chemical nature [30] . Accordingly, the S9 nanoparticles were selected for the nanofluid formulation using the xylene/DMF mixture as the carrier fluid.
For the nanofluid formulation, the VRD was evaluated for different X/DMF ratios with a given amount of S9 nanoparticles to accomplish a final dosage of 1000 mg•L −1 (value is taken from Taborda et al. [34] ) regarding the EHO. For guaranteeing an appropriate suspension, the nanofluid was stirred at 500 rpm for 30 min and further sonicated. It is worth to mention that the inclusion of DMF as nanoparticles dispersant also provides suitable conditions for nanofluid stability. Figure 5 shows the effect of the X/DMF ratio in the VRD at 30 °C for nanofluids at a fixed dosage of 5 vol % with 1000 mg•L −1 of S9 nanoparticles and a fixed value of the shear rate of 10 s −1 . From Figure 5 it can be seen that the highest VRD is obtained for X/DFM = 0.2, which is in agreement with the results obtained for the evaluation of the carrier fluid. A slight increase in the viscosity reduction degree up to 4% is observed for the nanofluids in comparison with the carrier fluid of the xylene when the nanoparticles were added. The effect of nanoparticles in the viscoelastic network disruption is slight high due to the synergistic effect between DMF and S9 nanoparticles with the crude oil heavy fractions. Results are in agreement with previous studies, where a similar VRD was obtained with nanoparticles of the same chemical nature [30] . The effect of the nanofluid dosage in the (VRD) at 30 °C was evaluated at a fixed shear rate of 10 s −1 , using a nanofluid composed of a carrier fluid with an X/DMF = 0.2 and S9 nanoparticles at 1000 mg•L −1 regarding the EHO as shown in Figure 6 . At low dosages, the slope of the VRD curve is slightly higher for the nanofluid in comparison with the carrier fluid ( Figure 3 ) and could be due to the enhanced effect of the nanoparticles and the synergistic effect with the DMF in the disruption of the viscoelastic network of the EHO. At high concentrations, the slope tends to decrease, which could be due to the dilution effect of the xylene at dosages higher than 4 vol % may be the primary viscosity reduction mechanism rather than the viscoelastic network disruption using nanoparticles addition [20, 21] . It was also concluded that for both cases, the application of the carrier fluid and the nanofluid, a dosage of 5 vol % is sufficient for reducing the crude oil viscosity. Comparing the results in VRD obtained by the inclusion of the carrier fluid with those of the nanofluid, farther than the similar The effect of the nanofluid dosage in the (VRD) at 30 • C was evaluated at a fixed shear rate of 10 s −1 , using a nanofluid composed of a carrier fluid with an X/DMF = 0.2 and S9 nanoparticles at 1000 mg·L −1 regarding the EHO as shown in Figure 6 . At low dosages, the slope of the VRD curve is slightly higher for the nanofluid in comparison with the carrier fluid ( Figure 3 ) and could be due to the enhanced effect of the nanoparticles and the synergistic effect with the DMF in the disruption of the viscoelastic network of the EHO. At high concentrations, the slope tends to decrease, which could be due to the dilution effect of the xylene at dosages higher than 4 vol % may be the primary viscosity reduction mechanism rather than the viscoelastic network disruption using nanoparticles addition [20, 21] . It was also concluded that for both cases, the application of the carrier fluid and the nanofluid, a dosage of 5 vol % is sufficient for reducing the crude oil viscosity. Comparing the results in VRD obtained by the inclusion of the carrier fluid with those of the nanofluid, farther than the similar behavior in the dosage effect, there are slight effects in EHO viscosity reduction upon nanoparticles addition to the system. behavior in the dosage effect, there are slight effects in EHO viscosity reduction upon nanoparticles addition to the system. Nonetheless, nanoparticles may have an additional impact on crude oil internal structure, explained by their interaction with asphaltenes which could affect the thixotropic behavior of these fluids [7] . In several studies, it has been demonstrated that the crude oils, particularly the crude oils of low API gravity, have a thixotropic behavior which foments their ability of building-up their internal structure after a specific relaxation time when a stress is applied [60] . This strain susceptibility in crude oils is related to their internal structure stability and viscosity perdurability, which could be improved by the nanoparticles presence changing the EHO thixotropy by its internal structure modification [7] . Hence, it is of interest the study of the viscosity reduction perdurability upon the carrier fluid and nanofluid addition in the EHO, which may influence the build-up response of the crude oil internal structure.
Perdurability Tests
Two additional rheological tests were performed to evaluate the durability of the nanofluid and its ability to reduce viscosity over time, measurements of the VRD were performed for 30 days after treatments application, and a hysteresis loop of the crude oil in the presence and absence of the nanofluid was carried out.
Hysteresis Loop Tests
Hysteresis loop tests were carried out to evaluate the viscosity reduction durability over time after the addition of the carrier fluid and nanofluid. According to Mortazavi-Manesh and Shaw [60] , the hysteresis flow curves demonstrates thixotropic behavior in the evaluated fluids, which is related with its internal structure breakage and build-up loop and further stability or susceptibility to stress changes.
The hysteresis tests were carried out alongside with viscosity changes as a function of time for an EHO treated with a 5 vol % of the nanofluid composed of an X/DMF = 0.2 as carrier fluid and 1000 mg•L −1 S9 nanoparticles. Commonly, certain types of fluids have rheological properties dependent on time. This is known as thixotropy or anti-thixotropy (or negative thixotropy), the most common case is thixotropy [61] . Figure 7 shows hysteresis behavior at 30 °C for an EHO in the presence of 5 vol % Nonetheless, nanoparticles may have an additional impact on crude oil internal structure, explained by their interaction with asphaltenes which could affect the thixotropic behavior of these fluids [7] . In several studies, it has been demonstrated that the crude oils, particularly the crude oils of low API gravity, have a thixotropic behavior which foments their ability of building-up their internal structure after a specific relaxation time when a stress is applied [60] . This strain susceptibility in crude oils is related to their internal structure stability and viscosity perdurability, which could be improved by the nanoparticles presence changing the EHO thixotropy by its internal structure modification [7] . Hence, it is of interest the study of the viscosity reduction perdurability upon the carrier fluid and nanofluid addition in the EHO, which may influence the build-up response of the crude oil internal structure.
Perdurability Tests
Hysteresis Loop Tests
The hysteresis tests were carried out alongside with viscosity changes as a function of time for an EHO treated with a 5 vol % of the nanofluid composed of an X/DMF = 0.2 as carrier fluid and 1000 mg·L −1 S9 nanoparticles. Commonly, certain types of fluids have rheological properties dependent on time. This is known as thixotropy or anti-thixotropy (or negative thixotropy), the most common case is thixotropy [61] . Figure 7 shows hysteresis behavior at 30 • C for an EHO in the presence of 5 vol % of (a) the carrier fluid and (b) the nanofluid, together with the Cross model fitting. As the shear rate increases, the fluid shows a decrease in its viscosity exposing a shear thinning pseudoplastic behavior, which can be explained due to the structure breakdown (shear rate increasing) and recovery (shear rate decreasing) paths are different [61] .
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(a) (b) Also, from Figure 7 it can be clearly seen a less pronounced hysteresis for carrier fluid in comparison with the nanofluid, suggesting that the time needed for the recovery of the internal structure after stress submission is higher for the nanofluid and could be narrowly related to the stability of the internal fluid structure and viscosity sustainability in time. These results are in agreement with the phenomenological explanation presented by several researchers who studied the flow of thixotropic fluids [61] [62] [63] [64] . Further, it can be said that the EHO viscosity after nanofluid inclusion is less time-dependent than the system with the carrier fluid. Figure 8 shows the shear stress curves from the breakdown flow curves of the hysteresis loop tests carried out at 30 °C for (a) the EHO-Carrier fluid and (b) EHO-Nanofluid systems together with the Vipulanandan model fitting which was evaluated to obtain additional information on the different effects in the EHO rheological properties produced by the carrier fluid and nanofluid usage. As the hysteresis loop experiments require using the same sample for assessing the breakdown and build-up flow curves, it can be assumed that some rheological properties such as the maximum shear stress reached by the evaluated sample are the same regardless of the shear rate ramp. From Figure  8 , the expected pseudoplastic behavior is observed for both cases in which the shear stress increases whit the shear rate increments. Lower values are obtained for the system including SiO2 Also, from Figure 7 it can be clearly seen a less pronounced hysteresis for carrier fluid in comparison with the nanofluid, suggesting that the time needed for the recovery of the internal structure after stress submission is higher for the nanofluid and could be narrowly related to the stability of the internal fluid structure and viscosity sustainability in time. These results are in agreement with the phenomenological explanation presented by several researchers who studied the flow of thixotropic fluids [61] [62] [63] [64] . Further, it can be said that the EHO viscosity after nanofluid inclusion is less time-dependent than the system with the carrier fluid. Figure 8 shows the shear stress curves from the breakdown flow curves of the hysteresis loop tests carried out at 30 • C for (a) the EHO-Carrier fluid and (b) EHO-Nanofluid systems together with the Vipulanandan model fitting which was evaluated to obtain additional information on the different effects in the EHO rheological properties produced by the carrier fluid and nanofluid usage. As the hysteresis loop experiments require using the same sample for assessing the breakdown and build-up flow curves, it can be assumed that some rheological properties such as the maximum shear stress reached by the evaluated sample are the same regardless of the shear rate ramp. From Figure 8 , the expected pseudoplastic behavior is observed for both cases in which the shear stress increases whit the shear rate increments. Lower values are obtained for the system including SiO 2 nanoparticles, which is derived from the EHO additional internal structure modification due to the asphaltenes adsorption over nanoparticles surface [7] .
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(a) (b) The estimated parameters of the Cross and Carreau models for the breakdown and build-up curves for both systems are shown in Table 5 . The parameters related to the viscosity in the limit situations µ 0 , and µ ∞ , are consistent with the experimental results, it can be noted how the estimated viscosity at an infinite shear rate is lower for the nanofluid than for the carrier fluid, in the "breakdown" and "build up" curve. This trend is identical for the estimated viscosity at a shear rate of zero.
Likewise, it is observed from the m parameter a less pseudoplastic behavior for the "build-up" curves as their values are close to 0, which is related to the fluid response to stress submission and its internal structure breakdown. Moreover, it is observed a higher relaxation time for the build-up curve corresponding to the EHO in the presence of the nanofluid, indicating that the time needed for the internal structure recovery of the system including the nanofluid is higher than for the system with the carrier fluid. The inclusion of the Carreau model for the interpretation of the experimental data, provides a more noticeable difference in the characteristic relaxation (λ c ) parameter, as it is observed more clearly the increase in its value upon the treatments addition, and in particular, for the nanofluid, indicating a more time-dependent behavior for the nanofluid-EHO system. The Carreau model fitting to the experimental data can be observed in Figure S7 of the supplementary material.
From the estimated parameter of the Vipulanandan rheological model, it can be seen a good fitting of the model to the experimental data as the RSME% is lower than 2% for both cases with a better fitting for the EHO-Carrier fluid system. Moreover, it can be seen a lower value of τ 0 for the EHO-nanofluid system, indicating that a lower energy would be needed for initializing the fluid flow with the nanoparticles inclusion, result that is in accordance with that observed in previous studies in which the yield stress of an EHO is decreased in the presence of SiO 2 nanoparticles [7] . Furthermore, the estimated values denote a higher maximum stress value reached by the EHO with the addition of nanofluids which is derived from the EHO internal structure rearrangement caused by the asphaltenes adsorption phenomenon that could be affecting other EHO rheological properties such as the elastic contributions, leading to a diminishing in the creep and fracture properties usually found in this type of viscoelastic fluids [65] [66] [67] .
In Figure 9 is illustrated the EHO internal structure modification in a rheological profile which are mainly derived from the stress change as the shear rate increases, and also by the addition of the carrier fluid in panel (a) and the nanofluid in panel (b) to the system. From Figure 9 , it can be seen the typical EHO viscosity reduction related to its internal structure breakdown upon a stress submission [68] . The increased strain caused by the stress generates a rearrange in the asphaltenes aggregates that compose the viscoelastic network [66] , weakening the aggregates interactions and leading to a decrease in the elastic contributions to the fluid behavior and thus to a viscosity reduction [65] . (b) Figure 9 . Hysteresis scheme representing the extra-heavy oil (EHO) internal structure modification with the shear rate increase and decrease for (a) the EHO-carrier fluid system and (b) the EHOnanofluid system.
Moreover, with the nanoparticles addition to the EHO, the asphaltenes aggregates sizes are considerably reduced [30] , and the asphaltenes-asphaltenes interactions are limited [12, 29] . As a consequence, the EHO viscoelastic network is disrupted, and its rheological properties are severely modified, making it behave more as a Newtonian fluid and reducing its viscosity in all the shear rate range [7] .
The hysteresis phenomenon is also well schematized in Figure 9 where it is shown the build-up curve alongside the aforementioned breakdown curve. It can be seen from Figure 9 that the system with the addition of the carrier fluid has an internal structure capable of recovering its original arrangement in the same shear rate ramp. For the EHO-nanofluid system, the oil matrix rearrangement to its original state is slower as the nanoparticles may hinder the viscoelastic network reorganization through asphaltenes adsorption. Increasing the thixotropic effect of the EHO with the nanofluid reflects that the ability for structure build-up is slower than that of the EHO with the carrier fluid, indicating an increase in the durability of the nanofluid effect in the viscosity reduction. Hence, viscosity reduction measurements were performed for one month to verify the hypothesis. Moreover, with the nanoparticles addition to the EHO, the asphaltenes aggregates sizes are considerably reduced [30] , and the asphaltenes-asphaltenes interactions are limited [12, 29] . As a consequence, the EHO viscoelastic network is disrupted, and its rheological properties are severely modified, making it behave more as a Newtonian fluid and reducing its viscosity in all the shear rate range [7] .
The hysteresis phenomenon is also well schematized in Figure 9 where it is shown the build-up curve alongside the aforementioned breakdown curve. It can be seen from Figure 9 that the system with the addition of the carrier fluid has an internal structure capable of recovering its original arrangement in the same shear rate ramp. For the EHO-nanofluid system, the oil matrix rearrangement to its original state is slower as the nanoparticles may hinder the viscoelastic network reorganization through asphaltenes adsorption. Increasing the thixotropic effect of the EHO with the nanofluid reflects that the ability for structure build-up is slower than that of the EHO with the carrier fluid, indicating an increase in the durability of the nanofluid effect in the viscosity reduction. Hence, viscosity reduction measurements were performed for one month to verify the hypothesis.
Evaluation of Viscosity Reduction Durability
The viscosity perdurability was measured for 30 days at 30 • C in the presence of 5 vol % of the carrier fluid and the nanofluid as shown in Figure 10 . The tests were carried out to prove if after the treatment application, the obtained viscosity reduction is maintained over time, as it was expected that with the addition of nanoparticles to the treatment and further asphaltenes adsorption, the breakage of the aggregates could be more durable. It can be observed from Figure 10 a viscosity increase for the treated EHO, being significantly higher for the EHO in the absence of nanoparticles, although there are visible negligible changes after 10 days (until the 30 days measured) as it can be seen no important alterations in the viscosity increment slope after this lapse. This behavior may be due to the evaporation of the xylene, which allows the system to recover its original viscosity partially up to 80% regarding the treatment-EHO baseline system. Nevertheless, due to the inclusion of nanoparticles in the treatment, better viscosity sustainability is obtained as the original viscosity reached after the treatment addition, just increased by 20%. This last could be explained by the asphaltenes adsorption onto the nanoparticles surface upon nanofluid blending with the crude oil, phenomenon which disrupts the EHO viscoelastic network. This adsorption process has an irreversible nature [69] , which avoids the asphaltenes to interact with each other after the xylene evaporation from the nanofluid-EHO system, while in the carrier fluid-EHO system, the xylene evaporation allows the asphaltenes aggregation in the fluid leading to partial EHO internal structure recovery. Hence, during the transporting operation of the crude oil, the energy requirements can be lowered with the nanofluid usage, which impacts the technical and economical availability of EHO projects [33] .
asphaltenes adsorption onto the nanoparticles surface upon nanofluid blending with the crude oil, phenomenon which disrupts the EHO viscoelastic network. This adsorption process has an irreversible nature [69] , which avoids the asphaltenes to interact with each other after the xylene evaporation from the nanofluid-EHO system, while in the carrier fluid-EHO system, the xylene evaporation allows the asphaltenes aggregation in the fluid leading to partial EHO internal structure recovery. Hence, during the transporting operation of the crude oil, the energy requirements can be lowered with the nanofluid usage, which impacts the technical and economical availability of EHO projects [33] . 
Conclusions
The nanofluid design for increasing the carrier-fluid-nanoparticles synergy starting from diluents viscosity reduction analysis showed a better performance for aromatics such as xylene (X) because of its quality regarding asphaltenes stabilization in oil matrix instead of alkanes such as npentane, Diesel, and n-heptane. Moreover, DMF which was used as nanoparticles dispersant also showed a better performance in viscosity reduction than that observed for the diluents, which is explained by its interaction with asphaltenes due to its chemical structure. For the carrier fluid design, 
The nanofluid design for increasing the carrier-fluid-nanoparticles synergy starting from diluents viscosity reduction analysis showed a better performance for aromatics such as xylene (X) because of its quality regarding asphaltenes stabilization in oil matrix instead of alkanes such as n-pentane, Diesel, and n-heptane. Moreover, DMF which was used as nanoparticles dispersant also showed a better performance in viscosity reduction than that observed for the diluents, which is explained by its interaction with asphaltenes due to its chemical structure. For the carrier fluid design, different X/DMF ratios were evaluated with the best performance for an X/DMF = 0.2 in a dosage of a volume fraction of 5% regarding the highest VRD. Higher viscosity reduction performances were observed evaluating different X/DMF ratios than using the diluent and dispersant separately. These results suggest a synergistic effect of the DMF and xylene in the disruption of the viscoelastic network. For dosages higher than 5%, the DMF may have no significant effect on the viscoelastic network disruption as the VRD does not increase significantly.
By the evaluation of SiO 2 nanoparticles in viscosity reduction, a trend between the viscosity reduction degree (VRD) and the nanoparticles surface area was obtained. The best results with solid nanoparticles were achieved using the S9 material with a VRD of 19%, and these nanoparticles were selected for the final nanofluid design. When nanoparticles are included in the carrier fluid, a slight increase of 4% in the VRD was obtained. However, from the hysteresis loop evaluation for assessing the EHO thixotropy, it was determined that with the inclusion of nanoparticles to the carrier fluid-EHO system, the thixotropic behavior is increased, suggesting a better perdurability of the viscosity reduction. Hence, it is inferred that the internal structure of the crude oil would take more time for recovering its original form in comparison with the system in the absence of nanoparticles. This result is in agreement with the Cross and Carreau models that indicate an increase in the characteristic relaxation time values for the EHO-nanofluid systems, which is related to a more thixotropic behavior obtained for this sample. Also, from the Vipulanandan model, it was observed a decrease in the energy needed for initializing EHO transportation operations for the EHO-nanofluid system compared with the EHO-carrier fluid as the yield stress value is lower for the former. An increase in the maximum shear stress reached by the treatment including nanoparticles was estimated, which could be related to the fluid internal structure rearrangement that leads to a decrease in the elastic contributions of the EHO rheological behavior. Finally, the viscosity perdurability tests proved that in the carrier fluid-EHO system, the viscosity increased 80% after 10 days, while for the EHO-nanofluid system the increase was 20%. This effect is directly associated with the asphaltenes irreversible adsorption over nanoparticles surface and provides better insight into the effect of nanoparticles and nanofluids in the improvement of heavy and extra-heavy oils mobility.
It is expected with this study to remark the influence of an appropriate nanofluid design for enhancing their capacity for reducing EHO viscosity and seize their advantages in naphtha consumption reduction for transportation operations, decreasing operational costs.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/1996-1073/12/6/1068/ s1, Figure S1 . Calibration curve obtained for the EHO asphaltenes in toluene solutions, Figure S2 . FTIR analysis for S9, S11 and S66 nanoparticles, Figure S3 . The visual appearance of (a) the carrier fluid and (b) the nanofluid, Figure S4 . Rheological behavior evaluated for the EHO with a dosage of 5 vol % of xylene with plate-plate and cone-plate geometries at 30 • C, Figure S5 . Asphaltenes adsorption isotherms performed for S9, S11 and S66 nanoparticles, Figure S6 . Rheological behavior of an extra-heavy oil (EHO) in the absence and presence of 1000 mg·L −1 of SiO 2 nanoparticles with different mean particle sizes of 9 (S9), 11 (S11), and 66 nm (S66) at 30 • C. The symbols are experimental data, and the continuous lines are from the Carreau model, Figure S7 . Hysteresis behavior at 30 • C for an extra-heavy oil in the presence of 5 vol % of a) the carrier fluid composed of a xylene/dimethylformamide ratio of 0.2, and b) the nanofluid with S9 nanoparticles at 1000 mg·L −1 composed by the carrier fluid. The symbols are experimental data, and the continuous lines are from the Carreau model, Table  S1 . SLE parameters for the obtained adsorption isotherms. 
